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Abstract. We consider possible effects of cosmic rays and
some other space factors on the Earth’s climate change. It
is well known that the system of internal and external fac-
tors formatting the climate is very unstable; decreasing plan-
etary temperature leads to an increase of snow surface, and
decrease of the total solar energy input into the system de-
creases the planetary temperature even more, etc. From this
it follows that even energetically small factors may have a
big influence on climate change. In our opinion, the most
important of these factors are cosmic rays and cosmic dust
through their influence on clouds, and thus, on climate.

Keywords. History of geophysics (Atmospheric sciences;
Solar-planetary relationships) – Interplanetary physics (Cos-
mic rays)

1 Introduction

It is now obvious, according to past data on large variations in
planetary surface temperature over timescales of many thou-
sands (even millions) of years, that the Earth’s global climate
change is determined not only by internal factors but also by
factors originating in space. These include the moving of the
solar system around the center of our galaxy, thus crossing
galactic arms, clouds of molecular dust, nearby supernovae
and supernova remnants. Another important space factor
is the cyclic variations of solar activity and the solar wind
(mostly on the scales of decades and hundreds of years). The
space factors which influence Earth’s climate most, however,
are cosmic rays (CR) and space dust, which influence the for-
mation of clouds and therefore control the total energy trans-
ferred from the Sun to the Earth’s atmosphere. The propa-
gation and modulation of galactic CR (generated mostly dur-
ing supernova explosions and in supernova remnants in our

galaxy) is determined within the heliosphere by their interac-
tion with magnetic fields frozen in the solar wind and in coro-
nal mass ejections (CME) with accompanying interplanetary
shock waves (that produce big magnetic storms during their
interactions with the Earth’s magnetosphere). The most dif-
ficult problem of monitoring and forecasting the modulation
of galactic CR in the heliosphere is that the CR intensity at
some 4-D point in space-time is determined not only by the
level of solar activity at the time of the observations or the
electromagnetic conditions at this point, but rather, by the
electromagnetic conditions in the total Heliosphere. These
conditions in the total heliosphere are determined by the de-
velopment of solar activity during many months leading up
to the time-point of observations. This is the cause of the
so-called hysteresis phenomenon in connecting galactic CR
and solar activity. On the other hand, detailed investigations
of this phenomenon yield the important possibility to esti-
mate conditions in and the dimensions of the heliosphere. To
solve the problem described above of CR modulation in the
heliosphere, we considered as the first step the behavior of
high energy particles (more than several GeV, for which the
diffusion time of propagation in the heliosphere is very small
in comparison with the characteristic time of modulation) on
the basis of neutron monitor data in the frame of convec-
tion diffusion theory. We then take into account drift effects.
For low energy galactic CR detected on satellites and space
probes, we also need to take into account the additional time
lag caused by diffusion in the heliosphere. Then, we consider
the problem of CR modulation forecasting for several months
and years ahead, which gives the possibility to forecast some
part of the global climate change caused by CR.
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10 L. I. Dorman: Cosmic rays and space weather

Fig. 1. The change of CR intensity reflected in radiocarbon concen-
tration during the last millennium. The Maunder minimum refers
to the period 1645–1715, when number of sunspots was very small.
According to Svensmark (2000).

2 Solar activity and CR variations as possible causes of
climate change

About two hundred years ago, the famous astronomer
William Herschel (1801) suggested that the price of wheat
in England was directly related to the number of sunspots
with periodicity about 11 yr. He noticed that less rain fell
when the number of sunspots was big (Joseph in the Bible,
recognised a similar periodicity in food production in Egypt,
about 4000 yr ago). The solar activity level is known from
direct observations over the past 450 yr and from data of cos-
mogenic nuclides (through CR intensity variations) for more
than 10 000 yr (see details in Chapters 10 and 17 in Dorman,
2004). Over this period there is a striking qualitative corre-
lation between cold and warm climate periods and high and
low levels of galactic CR intensity, correspondingly (low and
high solar activity). As an example, Fig. 1 shows the change
in the concentration of radiocarbon14C during the last mil-
lennium (a higher concentration of radiocarbon corresponds
to a higher intensity of galactic CR and to lower solar ac-
tivity). It can be seen from Fig. 1 that during 1000–1300
the CR intensity was low and solar activity high, which co-
incided with the warm medieval period (during this period
Vikings settled in Greenland). After 1300 solar activity de-
creased and CR intensity increased, and a long cold period
followed (the so called Little Ice Age, which included the
Maunder minimum 1645–1715 and lasted until the middle
of 19th century).

3 The possible role of solar activity and solar irradiance
in climate change

Friis-Christensen and Lassen (1991), Lassen and Friis-
Christensen (1995) found, from four hundred years of data,

that the filtered solar activity cycle length is closely con-
nected to variations of the average surface temperature in
the Northern Hemisphere. Labitzke and Van Loon (1993)
showed, from solar cycle data, that the air temperature
increases with increasing levels of solar activity. Svens-
mark (2000) and Shapiro et al. (2011) also discussed the
problem of the possible influence of solar activity on the
Earth’s climate through changes in solar irradiance. But
the direct satellite measurements of the solar irradiance dur-
ing the last two solar cycles showed that the variations dur-
ing a solar cycle was only about 0.1 %, corresponding to
about 0.3 W m−2. This value is too small to explain the
observed climate changes during solar cycles (Lean et al.,
1995). The reconstruction of solar irradiance from 7000 BC
up to 500 AD shows variations from 1358 up to 1370 W m−2,
i.e. not more than 1 % (Shapiro et al., 2011). Much big-
ger changes during a solar cycle occur in UV radiation: ac-
cording to Shapiro et al. (2011), the flux of solar irradia-
tion during 1600–2000 in interval 500–600 nm varied in lim-
its of 0.4 %, in 370–400 nm (CN violet system)−3.2 %, in
200–242 nm (Herzberg continuum)−10.9 %, and in 175–
200 nm (Schumann-Runge bands)−26.6 % (these changes
are important for variations in formation of the ozone layer).
Haigh (1996), and Shindell et al. (1999) suggested that the
heating of the stratosphere by UV radiation can be dynam-
ically transported into the troposphere. This effect might
be responsible for small contributions towards 11 and 22 yr
cycle modulation of climate but not to the 100 yr or more
of climate changes that were observed in the past and dur-
ing the last hundred years (Dobrica et al., 2009). Hong et
al. (2011) examined the effect of the 11-yr solar cycle and
quasi-biennial oscillation on the 27-day solar rotational pe-
riod detected in tropical convective cloud activity (it was an-
alyzed data of outgoing long wave radiation for 1979–2004).

4 Cosmic rays as an important link between solar
activity and climate change

Many authors have considered the influence of galactic and
solar CR on the Earth’s climate. Cosmic radiation is the
main source of air ionization below 40–35 km (only near the
ground level, lower than 1 km, are radioactive gases from
the soil also important in air ionization – see review in Dor-
man, 2004). The first who suggest a possible influence of
air ionization by CR on the climate was Ney (1959). Svens-
mark (2000) noted that the variation in air ionization caused
by CR could potentially influence the optical transparency of
the atmosphere, by either a change in aerosol formation or
influence the transition between the different phases of wa-
ter. Many authors considered these possibilities (Dickinson,
1975; Pudovkin and Raspopov, 1992; Pudovkin and Verete-
nenko, 1995, 1996; Belov et al., 2005; Dorman, 2005a, b,
2006, 2007). The possible statistical connections between
the solar activity cycle and the corresponding long term CR
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Table 1. Global annual mean forcing due to various types of clouds, from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE), according to
Hartmann (1993). The positive forcing increases the net radiation budget of the Earth and leads to a warming; negative forcing decreases the
net radiation and causes a cooling. (Note that the global fraction implies that 36.7 % of the Earth is cloud free.)

Parameter High clouds Middle clouds Low clouds Total

Thin Thick Thin Thick All

Global fraction/(%) 10.1 8.6 10.7 7.3 26.6 63.3

Forcing (relative to clear sky):

Albedo (SW radiation)/(Wm−2) −4.1 −15.6 −3.7 −9.9 −20.2 −53.5
Outgoing (LW radiation)/(Wm−2) 6.5 8.6 4.8 2.4 3.5 25.8
(Net forcing)/(Wm−2) 2.4 −7.0 1.1 −7.5 −16.7 −27.7

intensity variations with characteristics of climate change
were considered in Dorman et al. (1987, 1988a, b). Dor-
man et al. (1997) reconstructed CR intensity variations over
the last four hundred years on the basis of solar activity data,
and compared the results with radiocarbon data.

Cosmic rays play a key role in the formation of thunder-
storms and lightnings (see extended review in Dorman, 2004,
Chapter 11). Many authors (Markson, 1978; Price, 2000;
Tinsley, 2000; Schlegel et al., 2001; Dorman and Dorman,
2005; Dorman et al., 2003) have considered atmospheric
electric field phenomena as a possible link between solar ac-
tivity and the Earth’s climate. Barnard et al. (2011) used data
on cosmogenic nucleus in ice for about 9300 yr for investi-
gation of great solar energetic particle events and long-time
galactic cosmic ray variations for research of space climate
in the past and possible predictions for some time ahead. The
obtained important information can be used for investigation
of the link between cosmic ray intensity and the Earth’s cli-
mate change. Also important in the relationship between CR
and climate, is the influence of long term changes in the geo-
magnetic field on CR intensity through the changes of cutoff
rigidity (see review in Dorman, 2009). It can be considering
the general hierarchical relationship: (solar activity cycles
+ long-term changes in the geomagnetic field)→ (CR long
term modulation in the Heliosphere + long term variation of
cutoff rigidity) → (long term variation of clouds covering
and aerosols + atmospheric electric field effects)→ climate
change.

5 The connection between galactic CR solar cycles and
the Earth’s cloud coverage

Recent research has shown that the Earth’s cloud coverage
(observed by satellites) is strongly influenced by CR inten-
sity (Svensmark, 2000; Marsh and Svensmark, 2000a, b).
Clouds influence the irradiative properties of the atmosphere
by both cooling through reflection of incoming short wave
solar radiation, and heating through trapping of outgoing
long wave radiation (the greenhouse effect). The overall re-

Fig. 2. Changes in the Earth’s cloud coverage: triangles – from
satellite Nimbus 7); squares – from the International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project); diamonds – from the Defense Meteoroloical
Satellite Program). Solid curve – CR intensity variation according
to Climax neutron monitor, normalized to May 1965. Broken curve
– solar radio flux at 10.7 cm. All data are smoothed using twelve
months running mean. According to Svensmark (2000).

sult depends largely on the height of the clouds. Accord-
ing to Hartmann (1993), high optically thin clouds tend to
heat while low optically thick clouds tend to cool (see Ta-
ble 1). According to Smith at al. (2011), the Clouds and Earth
Radiant Energy System (CERES) project’s objectives are to
measure the reflected solar radiance (shortwave) and Earth-
emitted (longwave) radiances and from these measurements
to compute the shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes at
the top of the atmosphere and the surface and radiation di-
vergence within the atmosphere. Connection of CR intensity
global variation with the Earth cloud covering is illustrated
by Fig. 2, and separately with different types of clouds – by
Fig. 3.

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that variation in cloudiness cor-
responds very well to variation in CR without any time lag,
and the decreasing of CR intensity in Climax neutron mon-
itor on 15 % corresponds decreasing in cloudiness on about
3 % (positive correlation). From other hand, from Table 1 we
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Fig. 3. CR intensity obtained at the Huancayo/Haleakala neutron
monitor (normalized to October 1965, curve 2) in comparison with
global average monthly cloud coverage anomalies (curves 1) at
heights,H , for: (a) – high clouds,H > 6.5 km,(b) – middle clouds,
6.5 km> H > 3.2 km, and(c) – low clouds,H < 3.2 km. According
to Marsh and Svensmark (2000).

can see that the total cloudiness gives input of solar energy –
27.7 W m−2, so 3 % decreasing of cloudiness will give about
+ 1 W m−2.

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that practically is no connection
between CR intensity variations and changes in cloudiness
for high and middle altitude clouds (panels a and b), but is a
high positive correlation for low altitude clouds (panel c).

6 On connection of CR variation with surface planetary
temperature during the last thousand years and
during 1935–1995

From Sect. 4 it follows that with CR intensity decreasing,
planetary cloudiness decreases leading to increase of solar
energy input in the low atmosphere and increase of planetary
surface temperature. This can be demonstrated by data of
radiocarbon for the last thousand years (see Fig. 1) and by
direct CR measurements for about 60 yr from 1935 to 1995
(see Fig. 4)

Fig. 4. Eleven year average Northern Hemisphere marine and land
air temperature variation1t (broken curve), compared with eleven
year average CR intensity: thick solid curve – from data of Comp-
ton type ionization chambers shielded by 10 cm Pb (1937–1994,
normalized to 1965), and thin solid curve – from Climax neutron
monitor (normalized to ion chambers, 1953–1994). According to
Svensmark (2000).

7 Solar irradiance and cosmic ray fluxes during
Maunder minimum: influence on climate change

During the Maunder minimum the CR intensity was very
high, so the planetary surface temperature is expected to be
lower than in years with high level of solar activity. As was
shown above (see Fig. 1), exactly this was observed by us-
ing 14C data. More detail data on solar irradiation flux, CR
intensity (through10Be), and the air surface temperature are
shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5 can be clear seen that non solar
irradiance, but CR intensity variation is mostly responsible
for observed climate change during Maunder minimum.

8 Variations of CR Intensity and wheat prices in the
medieval England

As it was noted in Sect. 2, Herschel’s observations (1801)
were based on the published wheat prices (Smith, 1776), and
showed that five prolonged periods of sunspot numbers cor-
related with costly wheat. This idea was taken up by the
English economist William Jevons (1875, 1982). He di-
rected his attention to the wheat prices from 1259 to 1400
and showed that the time intervals between high prices were
close to 10–11 yr. The coincidence of these intervals with
the period of the eleven year cycle of solar activity led him to
suggesting that the solar activity cycle was a “synchroniza-
tion” factor in the fluctuations of wheat prices. As a next
step, he extrapolated his theory to stock markets of the 19th
Century in England and was impressed by a close coinci-
dence of five stock exchange panics with five minima in solar
spot numbers that preceded these panics. The Rogers (1887)
database on wheat prices in medieval England was used by
Pustil’nik, Yom Din, and Dorman (2003) to search for pos-
sible influences of solar activity and CR intensity variations
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Fig. 5. Situation in the Maunder minimum:(a) – reconstructed so-
lar irradiance (Labitzke and Van Loon, 1993);(b) – CR intensity
according to concentration of10Be (Beer et al., 1991);(c) – re-
constructed relative change of air surface temperature,1t , for the
Northern Hemisphere (Jones et al., 1998). According to Svens-
mark (2000).

on wheat prices. Obtained results are demonstrated in Figs. 6
and 7.

From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the distributions of inter-
vals between wheat price bursts and between minimums of
sunspot numbers (or corresponding maximums of CR inten-
sity) are similar, and from Fig. 7 – that with increases of
CR intensity, wheat prices also decreased (let me remind
that for the climate in England, with a lot of water, sunny
days are most important for wheat production, and these de-
crease with increases in CR intensity, leading to decreasing
of wheat production and increasing of wheat prices). Let me
note that in many other regions of our planet, where there is
not enough water for agriculture production, the situation ex-
pected to be opposite: increasing of CR intensity will lead to
increasing of cloudiness, increasing of raining and increasing
of wheat and other agriculture production, and to correspond-
ing decreasing of prices.

9 On the Influence of galactic CR forbush decreases and
solar CR increases on rainfall and air temperature

A decrease of atmospheric ionization leads to a decrease in
the concentration of charge condensation centres. In these
periods, a decrease of total cloudiness and atmosphere tur-
bulence together with an increase in isobaric levels is ob-
served (Veretenenko and Pudovkin, 1994). As a result, a de-
crease of rainfall is also expected. Stozhkov et al. (1995a, b,
1996), and Stozhkov (2002) analyzed 70 events of Forbush
decreases (defined as a rapid decrease in observed galactic
CR intensity, and caused by big geomagnetic storms) ob-
served in 1956–1993 and compared these events with rain-
fall data over the former USSR. It was found that during the
main phase of the Forbush decrease, the daily rainfall lev-
els decreases by about 17 %. Similarly, Todd and Knive-
ton (2001, 2004) investigating 32 Forbush decreases over
the period 1983–2000, found reduced cloud cover on 12–
18 %. Laken and Kniveton (2011) investigate 47 Forbush de-
creases over the period 1985–2006 and confirmed this result
of Todd and Kniveton (2001, 2004). Artamonova and Verete-
nenko (2011), using the Apatity neutron monitor data, ana-
lyzed daily averaged values of geo-potential heights (GPH)
of the main isobaric levels 1000, 850, 700, 500, 300 and
200 mb (NCEP/NCAR data) and found effects of Forbush
decreases on the variations of pressure in the lower atmo-
sphere during 48 events in October–March for the period
1980–2006. Mansilla (2011) found that big magnetic storms
(produced Forbush decreases) lead to increasing of air tem-
perature and wind’s velocity.

During big solar CR events, when CR intensity and ion-
ization in the atmosphere significantly increases, an inverse
situation is expected and the increase in cloudiness leads to
an increase in rainfall. Studies of Stozhkov et al. (1995a, b,
1996), and Stozhkov (2002) involving 53 events of solar CR
enhancements, between 1942–1993, showed a positive in-
crease of about 13 % in the total rainfall over the former
USSR.

10 Convection-diffusion and drift mechanisms for long-
term galactic CR variation: possible forecasting of
some part of climate change caused by cosmic rays

From above consideration follows that CR may be consid-
ered as sufficient link determined some part of solar wind as
element of space weather influence on the climate change.
From this point of view it is important to understand mech-
anisms of galactic CR long-term variations and on this ba-
sis to forecast expected CR intensity in near future. In
Dorman (2005a, b, 2006) it was made on basis of monthly
sunspot numbersW with taking into account time-lag be-
tween processes on the Sun and situation in the interplanetary
space as well as the sign of general magnetic field (convec-
tion diffusion + drift modulations, see Fig. 8).

www.ann-geophys.net/30/9/2012/ Ann. Geophys., 30, 9–19, 2012
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Fig. 6. Distributions of intervalsd (in years) between wheat price bursts during 1249–1702 (left), and of intervals between minimums of
sunspot numbers during 1700–2000 (right). According to Pustil’nik et al. (2003).

Fig. 7. Relative wheat prices at moments of minimum and maxi-
mum CR intensity determined according to10Be data (Beer et al.,
1998). White (black) diamonds show prices averaged for three-year
intervals centred at moments of minimum (maximum) CR inten-
sity. White (black) triangles show prices at moments of minimum
(maximum) CR intensity. From Pustil’nik et al. (2003).

From obtained results it follows that in the frame of
convection-diffusion and drift models can be determined
with very good accuracy expected galactic CR intensity in
the past (whenW are known) as well as behaviour of CR in-
tensity in future (if sunspot numbersW can be well forecast).

11 Influence of main geomagnetic field on global
climate change through CR cutoff rigidity variation

When we consider galactic CR variations1I/I0 as a factor
influencing global climate change, we need to take into ac-
count not only the effects of the solar wind and Heliosphere,
but also cutoff rigidityRC changes on CR intensity variation:
1I/I0 = −1RC · W(RC, RC), where1RC is the change

Fig. 8. Comparison of observed galactic CR variations during about
50 yr (as 11 month moving averaged at Climax NM)− ln(CL11M-
OBS) with predicted in the frame of convection-diffusion and drift
modulations ln(CL11M-PRED). According to Dorman (2006).

of cutoff rigidity andW(RC, RC) is the coupling function
W(RC, R) at R = RC (see in details in Dorman, 2004). Ex-
pected changes of cutoff rigidities were found in many papers
(e.g. Bhattacharyya and Mitra, 1997; Shea and Smart, 2003;
Kudela and Bobik, 2004; see review in Dorman, 2009). Re-
sults of trajectory calculations ofRC changes are shown in
Table 2 (from Shea and Smart, 2003). It can be seen a big
changes of cutoff rigidities in some places. We suppose to
investigate this problem in near future in more details in pos-
sible connection with historically known places on the World
where local climate changes pressed people to move to other
places with better climate. It is not excluded that observed
22-yr hurricane cycle connection with geomagnetic and so-
lar activity cycles (Mendoza and Pazos, 2009) may be caused
also by the link of these cycles with cosmic rays and their in-
fluence on on meteorological processes.

Ann. Geophys., 30, 9–19, 2012 www.ann-geophys.net/30/9/2012/
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Table 2. Vertical cutoff rigiditiesRC (in GV) for epochs 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900, and 2000, as well as change from 1900 to 2000. According
to Shea and Smart (2003).

Lat. Long. Epoch Epoch Epoch Epoch Epoch Change Region
(E) 2000 1900 1800 1700 1600 1900–2000

55 30 2.30 2.84 2.31 1.49 1.31 +0.54 Europe
50 0 3.36 2.94 2.01 1.33 1.81 +0.42 Europe
50 15 3.52 3.83 2.85 1.69 1.76 −0.31 Europe
40 15 7.22 7.62 5.86 3.98 3.97 −0.40 Europe
45 285 1.45 1.20 1.52 2.36 4.1 +0.25 N. Amer.
40 255 2.55 3.18 4.08 4.88 5.89 −0.63 N. Amer.
20 255 8.67 12.02 14.11 15.05 16.85 −3.35 N. Amer.
20 300 10.01 7.36 9.24 12.31 15.41 +2.65 N. Amer.
50 105 4.25 4.65 5.08 5.79 8.60 +0.40 Asia
40 120 9.25 9.48 10.24 11.28 13.88 −0.23 Asia
35 135 11.79 11.68 12.40 13.13 14.39 +0.11 Japan

−25 150 8.56 9.75 10.41 11.54 11.35 −1.19 Australia
−35 15 4.40 5.93 8.41 11.29 12.19 −1.53 S. Africa
−35 300 8.94 12.07 13.09 10.84 8.10 −3.13 S. Amer.

12 Solar system moving around the galactic centre and
crossing Galaxy’s arms: influence on the Earth’s
climate through CR and dust

Above we considered space factors acted on the Earth’s Cli-
mate mainly through CR in frame of scales not bigger than
one thousand years. In Fig. 9 are shown data on plane-
tary surface temperature changing during the last 520 million
years, caused to the moving of the Solar system around the
centre of our Galaxy and crossing galactic arms with bigger
probability to interact with molecular-dust clouds and super-
nova remnants (with bigger intensity of CR and higher den-
sity of space dust, which both lead to increasing of cloudi-
ness and decreasing of planetary surface temperature). From
Fig. 9 it can be seen that during the past 520 million years,
there were four periods with surface temperatures lower than
at present time and four periods with higher temperatures.

13 Discussion

Let me note with gratitude to both Referees that this Section
was induced by their comments. We considered above the
change of planetary climate as caused mostly by two space
factors: cosmic rays and space dust. This we advocate with
the use of results obtained over long time periods, from about
ten thousand years to many millions of years. We also con-
sidered very short events of only one or a few days, such as
Forbush effects and Ground Level Enhancements (GLE). In
these cases, it is necessary to use a superposed method, sum-
ming over many events to sufficiently reduce the relative role
of meteorological factors, active incident to the aforemen-
tioned short events (see Sect. 9).

Fig. 9. Changes of planetary air temperature,1t , near the Earth’s
surface for the last 520 million years according to the pale-
environmental records. According to Veizer et al. (2000).

Analysis of Kristj́ansson and Kristiansen (2000) contra-
dicts the simple relationship between cloud cover and radi-
ation assumed in the cosmic-ray-cloud-climate hypothesis,
because this relationship really is much more complicated
and is not the main climate-causal relationship. I agree with
this result and with result of Erlykin et al. (2009a, b) and Er-
lykin and Wolfendale (2011) that there is no simple causal
connection between CR and low cloud coverage (LCC), that
there is no correlation between CR and LCC for short-term
variations, and that while there is correlation between CR and
LCC for long-term variations, that this connection can ex-
plain not more than about 20 % of observed climate change.
But the supposition of Erlykin et al. (2009a, b) that the ob-
served long-term correlation between cosmic ray intensity
and cloudiness may be caused by parallel separate correla-
tions between CR, cloudiness and solar activity contradicts

www.ann-geophys.net/30/9/2012/ Ann. Geophys., 30, 9–19, 2012
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the existence of the hysteresis effect in cosmic rays caused by
the big dimensions of the Heliosphere (Dorman and Dorman,
1967a, b; Dorman et al., 1997; Dorman, 2005a, b, 2006).
This effect, which formed a time-lag of cosmic rays relative
to solar activity of more than one year (different in conse-
quent solar cycles and increasing inverse to particle energy),
gives the possibility of distinguishing phenomena caused by
cosmic rays from phenomena caused directly by solar activ-
ity (i.e. activity without time lag) (see Fig. 2). The impor-
tance of cosmic ray influence on climate compared with the
influence of solar irradiation can be seen clearly during the
Maunder minimum (see Fig. 5). Cosmic ray influence on cli-
mate over a very long timescale of many hundreds of years
can be seen from Fig. 1 (through variation of14C).

It is necessary to take into account that the main factors
influencing climate are meteorological processes: cyclones
and anticyclones; air mass moving in vertical and horizon-
tal directions; precipitation of ice and snow (which changes
the planetary radiation balance, see Waliser et al., 2011); and
so on. Only after averaging for long periods (from one-ten
years up to 100–1000 yr and even million of years) did it be-
come possible to determine much smaller factors that influ-
ence the climate, such as cosmic rays, dust, solar irradiation,
and so on. For example, Zecca and Chiari (2009) show that
the dust from comet 1P/Halley, according to data of about the
last 2000 yr, produces periodic variations in planetary surface
temperature (an average cooling of about 0.08◦C) with a pe-
riod 72± 5 yr. Cosmic dust of interplanetary and interstellar
origin, as well as galactic cosmic rays entering the Earth’s
atmosphere, have an impact on the Earth’s climate (Ermakov
et al., 2006, 2007, 2009; Kasatkina et al., 2007a, b). Er-
makov et al. (2006, 2009) hypothesized that the particles of
extraterrestrial origin residing in the atmosphere may serve
as condensation nuclei and, thereby, may affect the cloud
cover. Kasatkina et al. (2007a, b) conjectured that interstellar
dust particles may serve as atmospheric condensation nuclei,
change atmospheric transparency and, as a consequence, af-
fect the radiation balance. Ogurtsov and Raspopov (2011)
show that the meteoric dust in the Earth’s atmosphere is po-
tentially one of the important climate forming agents in two
ways: (i) particles of meteoric haze may serve as condensa-
tion nuclei in the troposphere and stratosphere; (ii) charged
meteor particles residing in the mesosphere may markedly
change (by a few percent) the total atmospheric resistance
and thereby, affect the global current circuit. Changes in the
global electric circuit, in turn, may influence cloud formation
processes.

Let me underline that there is also one additional mecha-
nism by which cosmic rays influence lower cloud formation,
precipitation, and climate change: the nucleation by cosmic
energetic particles of aerosol and dust, and through aerosol
and dust-increasing of cloudiness. It was shown by Enghoff
et al. (2011) in the frame of the CLOUD experiment at CERN
that the irradiation by energetic particles (about 580 MeV)
of the air at normal conditions in the closed chamber led to

aerosol nucleation (induced by high energy particles), and si-
multaneously to an increase in ionization (see also Kirkby et
al., 2011).

Let me note that in our paper, we considered cosmic rays
and dust aerosols separately, but acting in the same direction.
Increasing cosmic ray intensity and increasing of aerosols
and dust leads to increasing of cloudiness and a correspond-
ing decrease of planetary surface temperature. Now, consis-
tant with the experimental results of Enghoff et al. (2011) on
aerosol nucleation in the frame of the CLOUD Project on the
accelerator at CERN (see short description of this Project in
Dorman, 2004), it was found that with increasing intensity
of energetic particles, the rate of formation of aerosol nucle-
ation in the air at normal conditions increased sufficiently.
This result can be considered as some physical evidence of
the cosmic ray-cloud connection hypothesis.

14 Conclusions

When considering CR variations as one of the possible
causes of long-term global climate change, we need to take
into account not only CR modulation by the solar wind but
also the changing of geomagnetic cutoff rigidities (see Ta-
ble 2). This is especially important when we consider climate
change on a scale of between 103 and 106 yr. Paleomagnetic
investigations show that during the last 3.6× 106 yr, the mag-
netic field of the Earth has changed polarity nine times. The
Earth’s magnetic moment has changed as well, sometimes
having a value of only one-fifth of its present value (Cox et
al., 1967). This corresponds to a decreasing of the cutoff
rigidity, which in turn leads to an increasing of CR intensity
and a decreasing of the surface temperature. When we con-
sider the situation in the frame of timescales of many thou-
sands and millions of years, we need to take into account
also possible changes of galactic CR intensity out of the He-
liosphere. It is furthermore not excluded that the gradual in-
creasing of planetary surface temperature observed in the last
hundred years is caused not by anthropogenic factors, but by
space factors (mainly by CR intensity variation, see Fig. 4).
In my opinion, it is necessary to continue investigations on
the connection between CR intensity and climate factors like
cloudiness, raining, and surface temperature, not only by sta-
tistical investigations in the frame of different timescales,
but also by special experiments on accelerators and through
the development of physical models. As we mentioned in
Sect. 11, it will also be important to investigate the possible
connection between big changes in cosmic ray cutoff rigid-
ity and historically known places in the world where local
climate change pressed people to move to other places with
better climates.
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